Ludwig van Beethoven

ne could succinctly describe the Piano Sonatas Op. 10 – composed
between 1796 and 1798 – as a “trilogy of contrasts”. As he had

trast, the Finale is a highly condensed sonata movement in which two
themes fight a duel in the fastest possible prestissimo tempo: a darting
first theme and a comical second. There is no peace for the movement

already done in Op. 2 and Op. 27, here Beethoven has collated various
works in a single opus number. And his reason for doing so was not
purely based on commerce; in fact, he was motivated mainly by the
musical content. These three works from his early sonata period exhibit
artistic development, extensive contrasting, and independent formulation: not until his later works, in fact, do these three factors reappear
at this same level. He dedicated the sonatas to the Countess Anna
Margarete von Browne, a society lady in Vienna.
The Sonatas are written in the keys of C minor (No. 1), F major (No. 2)
and D major (No. 3), and contain a varying number of movements. The
three-movement Sonatas Nos. 1 and 2 lack a Minuet, or slow movement,
whereas No. 3 consists of four movements. The American Beethovenexpert, William Kinderman, emphasizes the distinctive diversity of the
Sonatas particularly in their first movements: “...the terse, dramatic idiom
of the C-minor Sonata sets into relief the relaxed, mischievous spirit of
the F-major, whereas the dynamic brilliance of the third sonata, in D
major, expands the formal design from within.”
And indeed, Beethoven paves the way here, for the first time in a
piano sonata, for his typical C-minor dramatics (with which we are well
acquainted thanks to his later Symphony No. 5). The opening movement
of Op. 10, No. 1 is a classic example of how from a single motivic-thematic
nucleus highly contrasting, even completely opposite (content-wise)

until the end. One can discern the well-known pounding motif from the
Symphony No. 5 in the development, after which the ending fades away
in a breathless piano, following a moment of delay caused by an Adagio
insert. Soft, yet still full of energy!
The Sonata in F major also lacks one movement. However, this time,
it is not the Scherzo – as in the C-minor work – but a slow movement. In
its entirety, the work is short and concise – and was one of Beethoven’s
favourite pieces! Perhaps this is due to the composition exhibiting a
degree of independence of mind, which the listener is happy to impute
to its composer. Here, Kinderman discovers a tendency towards the
strange and comic, Arnold Werner-Jensen mentions bizarre features, and
Siegfried Mauser emphasizes the ironic-playful character of the work.
Indeed, the opening movement does seem to take off in an apparently
aimless manner, full of odd and comical, perhaps even grotesque effects.
One has the impression that the movement is developing without any
real objective, full of impatience; various pianistic figurations determine
the scene, but a real second theme does not actually appear. Neither
does a Coda, for that matter. The following Allegretto in F minor has a
rather serious, yet playfully meditative character, and is full of harmonic
“blurring”. On the other hand, the Presto-Finale quickly picks up speed
like a rapid, rhythmic dynamo; the first theme with its repeated tones
and turn figure is introduced in a fugato-like manner and subjected to

musical characters can be created, which then determine the entire
course of a work. This is what musicologists call contrasting derivation.
The basic material of the movement is contained in the first eight bars,
introduced by a forte C-minor chord, in the immediate, ascending broken triads set in a dotted rhythm and in the renewed chordal “retrieval”,
which functions as a suspension chord leading to the dominant, as well
as the likewise implemented return to the tonic. This material consists
of: chord; linear, broken triads; dotted rhythms; contrasting dynamics. Or
rather, to put it more simply: drama, dance and lyricism – derived from
a single structural nucleus.
The listener perceives this basic style as the alternation of powerfully dynamic intensification with lyrical retraction – and this is how
Beethoven designs the entire first movement. The two-part Adagio in
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A major forms the strongest imaginable contrast to this, with its extreme
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and distinctive slow pace. Both interpreter and listener subside here
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unrest (syncopation in the Coda). At the end, the movement appears to
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extinguish itself, as it runs out of melodic and harmonic motion. In con-

a more painstaking treatment in the development. The movement, and
thus also the sonata, ends with a sparkling, comical effect in fortissimo.
The above-mentioned forward-thrusting motor functions of the
final movement of Op. 10, No. 2 returns in the first movement of Op.
10, No. 3 in a similar manner; this movement is also entitled Presto. The
D-major Sonata is the most important work of Beethoven’s Opus 10.
It possesses four movements (including an extended slow movement)
with tremendous potential for expression, ranging between outrageous
virtuosity through tragic, resigned moments, to wise humour. The first
movement is characterized by virtuoso playing. Here, the technical difficulties caused by the octaves form a major challenge for the pianist:
nevertheless, this sonata movement has a motivic-thematic significance
in every bar. One might say that it is imbued with a symphonic character. The following Largo e mesto offers a sound “spectrum” which had
not yet been heard in Beethoven’s music. Dense, dark chords (seventh
chords!) contrast with a cantilena in the higher register. Passionate outbursts are not able to prevent the extreme negativity of the conclusion
of the movement. An anonymous critic described this as demonstrating
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“the dark side of artistry” and possessing a “bizarre manner ” – looking
back on this now, the ending in fact provides a tremendous advance
insight into the Romantic period. In contrast, the Minuet is full of
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friendliness, whereas the cheerfulness of the Trio seems slightly put
on, and then abruptly broken off. The first theme of the Rondo-Finale
is not a real theme: it is torn apart by numerous rests – even nailed to
the ground, as it were, by a fermata. That is not what a theme looks
like. Here, Beethoven seems to be searching, considering, hesitating, faltering. And continually attempting to deceive the listener in
the various episodes of the Rondo. However, the sonata fades away
tranquilly, peacefully, without a final apotheosis – which would have
been inappropriate after this.
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